Assignment 4

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) The ragas can be classified into the Ghana- Naya- Deshya tried based on the ________ of the raga.
   - Number of notes
   - Important gamakas
   - Prakriti or nature
   - mood evoked by them

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   Prakriti or nature

2) How many avras are there in the audava raga?
   - 6
   - 7
   - 3
   - 5

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   6

3) The ______ melakarta scheme was propounded by Venkatamakalin in his Chaiturandji Prakashika.
   - sixty-eight
   - seventy-two
   - fifty-four
   - twenty-four

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   seventy-two

4) The katapayadhi system of naming the melakartha maps__________.
   - numbers to names
   - avras to names
   - ragas to numbers
   - names to ragas

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   numbers to names

5) Vrada actually belongs to an ancient cluster of concepts. There are other concepts in the ______ like vadi, samvadi etc.
   - triad
   - quartet
   - pentad
   - octet

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   quartet